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Notes by Liam Cagney
As someone obsessed with art who
at the same time rails against our
habitual framing of art in terms of
gravity and seriousness, I’m given
to wonder how our impression
of the world’s famous artworks
would be altered by adding to their
titles an exclamation mark. Would
reinscription as the Mona Lisa!, Tristan
and Isolde!, In Search of Lost Time!,
et al, allow those works to escape
the vulgar museum of seriousness?
An exclamation mark is only a line
and a point, after all – the two basic
dimensions of visual art. In that
regard, you might even argue that, for
those of an artistic bent, the addition
of an exclamation mark will make
these artworks more what they really
are than they are now.
Andrew Hamilton’s music, in a not
dissimilar way, recharges traditional
materials. It does so through the
reinscription of tonal sound images.
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A well-defined figure will be repeated
at length with careful micro-variations
whilst abruptly alternating with other
such figures. This strategy allows
the sounds to come joyously alive.
What in Hamilton’s music seems like
repetition is not simply repetition
but a process of thinking through
the material to release its power. It
is music whose harmonic, melodic
and instrumental characteristics
evince deep love for the Western
classical tradition. It is music
whose obsessional persistence is
reminiscent of Thomas Bernhard’s
paragraphless monologues. It is
music whose careful working and
reworking of elementary tonal motifs
towards an end unforeseeable
in advance has kinship with Paul
Klee’s careful working and reworking
of elementary forms (line, circle,
rectangle). Repetition in Hamilton’s
music is the energetic trace of a
point in motion: a dot and a line, the

creative genesis, saving art from the
tyranny of art, saving serious music
from the tyranny of serious music.
In music for people who like art
(2010) for voice and ensemble,
Hamilton sets text from American
artist Ad Reinhardt’s 25 Lines of
Words on Art Statement (1958).
Reinhardt’s vision of what art should
be, as set out here and elsewhere,
is pure to the point of being
unachievable. His ideals include
‘Painting that “cannot be taken hold
of”, that “cannot be used”, that
“cannot be sold”’, and ‘Painting
“about which no questions can be
asked”’. In seeking to rescue art’s
essence – art’s non-vulgar reality –
Reinhardt pursues a sort of reductio
ad absurdum: if we exhaustively state
what in art is superfluous, logically
we should be left with what in art
is essential. ‘No object, no subject,
no matter. No symbols, images or
signs’, Reinhardt writes. At times this
takes on a Thomas Bernhard-esque

air of absurdity: ‘no personalitypicturesqueness, no romantic bait,
no gallery gimmicks, no neo-religions
or neo-architectural hocus-pocus,
no poetry or drama or theatre, no
entertainment business, no vested
interests’.
Hamilton’s text setting, anchored in
harmonicity, repetition and parataxis,
takes pieces of Reinhardt’s text
and repeats them myriad times
with truncations, variations and
interpolations. We open in C minor
with the singer’s plain statement,
‘ART IS ART’, on three successive
downbeats with homophonic
ensemble backing, bookended by
weighty Beethovenian silence. The
dynamic is fff, the performance
instructions ‘With raging focus!’,
the articulation sforzando. The shift
from first to second words sees the
harmony shift from chord i to chord
iv6/4 (C minor to F minor second
inversion). An impression at once
focused yet multiple is achieved
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through doubling the homophonic
ensemble sound with a shadow
ensemble sound a semiquaver before
each beat (with an extra sound at
the end). This generates kinetic
energy, and the ongoing working and
reworking of the opening phrase in
turn generates the entire work (save
for the coda).
In that work we hear the phoneme
‘ART’ 601 times. We hear the phrase
‘ART IS ART’ 81 times. ‘ART IS ART’
subtly alternates with its non-identical
twin, ‘ART AS ART’. Having between
bars 1 and 97 heard ‘ART IS ART’ 37
times, at bar 98 we learn this phrase
to have been part of an antithesis:
‘ART IS ART. EVERYTHING ELSE
IS EVERYTHING ELSE’. Repetitions
proliferate and proliferate in a merrygo-round of micro-modifications.
The overall formal evolution is subtly
controlled, pivoting between C minor
and its relative major, E-flat. After
a few minutes the words begin to
feel self-referential, as if describing
8

the work-in-process. As the piece
gambols towards a finale in A-flat
major, equal parts triumphant and
ludicrous, the voice’s exclamations
take on the air of a statement always
in the process of being made without
ever in fact being made – a statement
on art. The text setting is a million
miles from, say, Elizabeth Lutyens’
reverential treatment of Wittgeinstein’s
Tractatus Logico-Philosophicus. And
yet it is in no way facetious; on the
contrary. music for people who like
art is quite literally an exclamation of
Reinhardt’s statement, faithful through
a certain way of being unfaithful,
reclaiming Reinhardt’s lines from
history’s dead hand: art as art.
Hamilton’s music mightn’t entail
anything as sweeping as a
Nietzschean transvaluation of all
values. But traditional musical values
are here put in question – evaluated,
tilted, and thereby allowed to regain
vitality. Although the chords and
cadences of the classical tradition

are present, Hamilton composes
only secondarily with these things;
he composes primarily with the
small perceptual units in which they
appear. Take, for instance, To The
People (2014), and the recurring
naïve melody first introduced in
movement II on solo xylophone.
This melody attains a naïve air
through its instrumentation, through
being based on a simple C major
arpeggio, and through suggesting a
classical sentence structure. Despite
those references, though, the melody
is different – not august but vibrant,
not steady but excited. How is that
effect attained? The melody’s notes
are generally crotchets, but the time
signature broadly measures them in
values of semiquavers. A semiquaver
rest between notes alternates with
a crotchet rest between notes;
two crotchet notes are followed by
two dotted quaver notes; the time
signature changes from bar to bar:
the careful modification of perceptual
units renders this tonal figure alive and

askew. It’s like looking at a face on a
painted canvas and seeing not only
the face but the cracks and pigments
in the paint, which are uniquely part
of the image’s life. It’s the perceptual
unit that’s being composed – wild,
luminous, flickering.
To The People for soprano and
percussion is in nineteen movements,
lasting from a few seconds to a few
minutes. It sets excerpts from French
philosopher Jean Baudrillard’s book
America; the choice of text was
occasioned by visits Hamilton paid to
the Joshua Tree and Mojave deserts
in California (a ‘landscape which is
so alien to someone who grew up in
Ireland’) and to the cold concision of
Baudrillard’s relevant observations.
The work’s title was occasioned
by German artist Blinky Palermo’s
series of abstract paintings To The
People of New York City (1976), 40
painted aluminium panels grouped
into 15 subsets. It isn’t hard to see the
kinship between To The People and
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Palermo’s work: where, mounted side
by side, four of Palermo’s canvases
repeat an identical formal layout
with different colour combinations,
material in Hamilton’s To The People
initially sounded by one source
often reappears later from a different
source. Desert-like sparsity resounds
in the stripped-back soundworld and
its proximity to vast silence. But the
difference from Hamilton’s other work
is something of a mirage. Reigning
here, as always, is a principle of
judicious selection. This parsimony
is equal parts classical tradition and
Samuel Beckett.
We start in media res. Amidst an
intense in-fold of silence, we hear the
slight sound of voice and sandpaper:
‘resigned, mechanical’. The voice,
as if near-exhausted, repeats a
monosyllable – ‘has’ – backed by
sporadic noisy scrapes. After a
guttural ejaculation as if from the
jolt of an electric shock, the voice
elaborates upon the monosyllable
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slightly: ‘has be – has come’. These
shards of text remind us of music
for people who like art’s shards
of tonal figures, and of Beckett’s
combinatorial word shuffling. After
the brief interpolation of the naïve
xylophone theme, we return to the
voice, now louder, emphatic, saying
more – and, backed by gongs, striking
a hieratic aspect. Inarticulately, the
voice finally manages to articulate
a full phrase from its initial shard:
‘Power has become impotent’.
In Baudrillard’s original text that
phrase is, ‘C’est l’impuissance de la
puissance.’ This brings us back to
Beckett, whose artistic method Gilles
Deleuze summarised (in Spinozan
terms) as expressing l’epuissé: the
im-potent, the exhausted. To The
People’s voice, along with the shards
of tonal figures, proliferate through
the very act of trying to conclude,
multiply through the very act of trying
finally to achieve themselves. The
voice, by trying to conclude a phrase,

ensures that that phrase will not
conclude – exhaustion as a principle
of generation, inarticulateness as a
means of articulation. In Beckett’s
short text Lessness (J. M. Coetzee
writes), words 770-1538 are
simply words 1-769 rearranged: a
‘compositional procedure which
would allow [the work] to extend
its length almost infinitely without
drawing on new items.’ Hamilton is
not as scrupulously mean; indeed,
To The People varies greatly in
mood, ending, for example, again
in media res, with a beautifully
lyrical valediction. Nevertheless, the
recursive principle of an hypnotic
surface that generates – an hypnotic
surface, that generates – an hypnotic
surface, and so on, as per Beckett, is
relevant.
Proliferations similarly extend through
the relentlessly driving music for
roger casement (2006) for ensemble.
Named for the Ulster-born diplomat
who, after reporting on atrocities in

the Congo and South America, was
executed by the British for treason
for seeking to aid Irish revolutionary
efforts (in the course of which trial
his then-illegal homosexual activity
was aired), music for roger casement
is a quasi-chamber concerto for
harmonium. It is based on a two-beat
imitative C Dorian figure. First on
harmonium we hear a rising, dotted
quaver to semiquaver motif; then
we hear it on the next beat played
by second violin and horn. This calland-response pattern comprises
two beats; on the third beat the
motif sounds again, then two beats
later the response again, and so
on. The pendular motion generates
near-boundless energy along with
accompanying cracks and quirks
(bassoon semiquaver quintuplets,
string tremolos). Different material
is soon interpolated. In the opening
measures the C Dorian figure
alternates with a contrasting figure of
four quavers over a pseudo-dominant;
this is followed by a stretched version
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of the main cell, followed by a shard
of silence, before the main cell returns
again in its initial form.
We are in a texture woven by micromodifications to perceptual units.
Compositional micro-values – addition
or subtraction of semiquavers and
so on – enable the initial figure by
turns to stretch and condense, as
with the other figures with which,
as the piece progresses, that initial
material alternates: at 0.54, a dotted
semiquaver to demisemiquaver
bouncing figure on an A chord; at
bars 1.56, a solo flute arpeggio theme
in B-flat; at 5.10, a rowdy music
theatre-esque theme implying a key
of D major. By the middle of the piece,
the play of shuffling and splicing
often sees the material on the music’s
surface change every bar or two. We
run into the finale with the ridiculous,
joyous, incessant chromatic scale
theme introduced at 5.10 clamouring
in F major (marked ‘VIOLENT! all
notes accented!’), and eventually
12

the piece exhausts itself in a tutti
exclamation of a bouncing tritone
figure, an altered reappearance of the
0.54 material.
At times in Hamilton’s music, in its
siftings of shards and micro-values,
it’s as if we’re listening not just to
the composition but to the act of
composition: the Klee-like posing
and counterposing of seemingly
elementary forms, dots and lines, in
a complex manner, creating surface
dynamism. A dot, a line: a melee of
creative energy that sweeps music
up out of our museum culture’s dead
repetitions and dull gravity. Lo, joy
appears: art as art!
© 2018 Liam Cagney

Information about the artists on this disc
can be found on NMC’s website:

www.nmcrec.co.uk

music for people who like art

To The People

1. Art is Art. Everything else is everything else.

I

2. Art-as-Art. Art from Art. Art on Art. Art of Art.
Art for Art. Art beyond Art. Artless artifice.

Power

13. Forms into uniform and formlessness. Style
as recurrence.

(percussion solo)

II

14. Light as reappearance,dullness. Color as
black, empty.

III

16. Verticality and horizontality, rectilineartity,
parallelsim, stasis.

IV

17. Outlines, monotones, blankness,
quiescence, premeditation.
19. Matter only to the mind.
20. The strictest formula for the freest artistic
freedom.
21. The easiest routine to the difficulty.
22. The most common mean to the most
common end.

Power has become impotent.
Like the obese person who keeps on getting
fatter, the record rotating endlessly in the same
groove, the cells of a tumour proliferating, like
everything that has lost the formula for stopping
itself.
V
Immobility without desire ... insane circulation
without desire. The end of aesthetics.
VI

23. The extremely impersonal way for the truly
personal.

(percussion solo)

24. The completest control for the purest
spontaneity.

Power has become impotent.

VII

25. The most universal path to the most unique.
And vice-versa.

VIII

Ad Reinhardt 25 LINES OF WORDS ON ART
STATEMENT © 2018 Anna Reinhardt, used with
permission.

IX

Speed knows nothing of the violence of love.
The exhilaration of obscenity, the obscenity of
obviousness, the obviousness of power, the
power of simulation.
X
The terms of desire are turned upside down
each day, and night annihilates them.

XI
The fascination of senseless repetition is already
present in the abstraction of the journey.
XII
(wordless)
XIII
Power has become impotent.
XIV
Speed creates pure objects.
XV
Ravishing hyperrealism. Ecstatic asceticism.
Multi-process tracking shot. Interactive multidimensionality. Mind-blowing.
XVI
No desire: the desert.
XVII
Like the obese person who keeps on getting
fatter, the record rotating endlessly in the same
groove, the cells of a tumour proliferating, like
everything that has lost the formula for stopping
itself.
XVIII
Today’s Eternal Return is that of the infinitely
small, the fractal, the obsessive repetition of
things on a microscopic and inhuman scale.
XIX
The terms of desire are turned upside down
each day, and night annihilates them.
From America by Jean Baudrillard,
published by Verso Books.
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Andrew Hamilton was born in Dublin in
1977 and studied in Ireland, England and
The Netherlands. His composition teachers
included Kevin Volans, Louis Andriessen,
Anthony Gilbert and Roger Marsh. In 2004
he was awarded the Macaulay Fellowship
by the Arts Council of Ireland and from
2005 to 2006 he was a fellow at Akademie
Schloss Solitude, Stuttgart. In 2017, he
won a British Composer Award for his piece
Proclamation of the Republic. His work has
been performed internationally and at many
festivals including London Contemporary
Music Festival, Gaudeamus Amsterdam,
Ultraschall Berlin, ISCM World Music Days,
RTE Living Music Festival Dublin, SPOR
Festival Aarhus, Dublin Theatre Festival
(with choreographer/director Emma Martin),
Dublin Fringe Theatre Festival, Huddersfield
Contemporary Music Festival, Die Reihe
Stuttgart and the MATA Festival New York.
He has been commissioned by various
ensembles and musicians including EXAUDI,
Crash Ensemble, National Symphony
Orchestra of Ireland, Ensemble Klang, the
Irish Chamber Orchestra, the Ives Ensemble,
Orkest De Volharding, Juliet Fraser/Maxime
Echardour, Michelle O’Rourke, Oliver
Coates, the Knights Chamber Orchestra,
Isabelle O’Connell, Chamber Choir Ireland,
Sam Wilson, RTE Contempo Quartet and
the RTE Concert Orchestra. Currently he is
a visiting tutor in composition at the Royal
Birmingham Conservatoire.

‘This album is dedicated to my parents Graham and Frances Hamilton for all their support and patience over the years.
Thanks to Donnacha Dennehy for asking me to write music for people who like art, to Michelle O’Rourke, Kate Ellis, Alan Pierson,
Neva Elliott McGinley and Jonathan Pearson from Crash Ensemble. Thanks are also due to Adrian Hart for the amazing patience
he brought to the editing of this recording.
To The People (and the idea to make this album) only happened due to Juliet Fraser, so many, many thanks to her and Maxime
Echardour for the great journey of making the work together and to David Lefeber for recording it all.
music for roger casement was the result of the friendship of Richard Rijnvos and John Snijders from the Ives Ensemble so thank
you to them for giving me the freedom to write my first large scale work.
Finally thanks to Ben Hooker for designing the cover art and for his inspiring friendship, which influenced all three works on this
album.’ – Andrew Hamilton
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As a registered charity (no. 328052) NMC holds
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providing public beneﬁt through the contribution
our work makes to enriching cultural life.

Becoming a Friend of NMC allows you to
support the most exciting new music from the
British Isles and helps secure NMC’s future. We
provide a range of opportunities for our donors
to see behind the scenes of the organisation
and the music we release.
Friends (£50 - £99 per year) receive a quarterly
newsletter, updates on future releases, plus invites
to special events.
Benefactors (£100 - £249) also enjoy a 25%
discount in our online store, a CD booklet credit,
and invitations to recording sessions.
Principal Benefactors (£250 - £499) also enjoy an
invitation to our annual composer gathering.
Ambassadors (£500 - £999) also enjoy invitations
to intimate, exclusive events with the NMC team,
composers and artists.

More than just a record label, NMC
always strives to go further in reaching
new audiences and nurturing the
next generation of listeners, and our
expanding education work encourages
school children to explore music from
our extensive back catalogue through
free online resources.
Your support as a customer is vital
to us, and enables us to make new
music accessible to the widest possible
audience worldwide.

However, sales and earnings from our
recordings only fund a small proportion
of our work each year.
The generous support of our Friends
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to take your support of NMC further and have a
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support our work, and if you would like

Please visit www.nmcrec.co.uk/support-us,
email development@nmcrec.co.uk,
or call 020 3022 5888 for more information.

www.nmcrec.co.uk/support-us.

keep releasing essential recordings like
this one. There are many ways you can
to know more, please visit:
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